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A BSTRACT
The problem of scheduling transmissions in a wireless network is central for optimum and efficient use of power and
bandwidth. In general, optimal scheduling is a hard problem, and it is typically harder in wireless networks. In this
work, we consider the problem of scheduling in wireless networks that exploit the inherent wireless broadcast advantage
and employ network coding. In such a scenario, we propose a
receiver-selection technique that results in scheduling with optimal throughput in test cases such as rectangular grid networks
and random geometric networks. In the proposed method, the
complexity of determining the schedule is significantly lesser
when compared to optimal scheduling. The proposed method
fares well in comparisons with other scheduling methods in the
literature.
I

I NTRODUCTION

One of the central problems in wireless communication networks is the handling of interference. The signal sent by a
transmitting node reaches the intended receiver as well as other
users in the neighbourhood causing collisions. A standard
method to avoid collision is to schedule transmissions in slots
and avoid interference in every slot. A different set of transmitting nodes is chosen for each slot so that information can be
transferred from the source to the sinks through intermediate
nodes, if necessary. Scheduling is done in the Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer of typical networks, such as those following a IEEE 802.11 standard in a centralized or distributed
fashion, to avoid collision completely. Typical goals of schedulers are to minimize the number of slots, end-to-end delay
or power of transmissions [2, 9, 3, 11]. Many of these minimization problems are known to be NP-hard, in general [7].
In this work, we propose a scheduling method for maximizing throughput in wireless networks. Specifically, we consider
multicast problems in wireless networks that exploit the inherent wireless broadcast advantage and employ network coding
at the network layer.
The omnidirectional reach of the transmitted signal in a
wireless network, while resulting in interference, provides an
inherent wireless broadcast advantage for multicast or broadcast requirements from one source to multiple sinks. While
links of the form (transmitter,receiver) are used in wire-line
networks, scheduling in wireless networks can involve hyperarcs of the form (transmitter, set of receivers). We consider the
scheduling problem in networks where a set of non-interfering
hyperarcs is activated in every time slot to exploit the wireless
broadcast advantage.
Network coding (allowing intermediate nodes to combine

packets before forwarding) has resulted in several simplifications in network communication problems. One such simplification is the formulation of multicast problems as max-flow
problems solvable by linear programs [1]. In wireless networks, the problem of scheduling for a multicast requirement
can be reduced to a problem of selecting sets of non-interfering
hyperarcs under network coding. The time slots (or length of
time) in which each subgraph needs to be activated for maximizing multicast throughput can be efficiently determined by a
linear program such as the one in [6]. Hence, the problem of efficient scheduling to maximize the multicast throughput essentially reduces to the efficient choice of sets of non-interfering
subgraphs.
In this work, we introduce a Receiver-Selection (RS) technique to generate hyperarcs that maximize spatial reuse of
the network. In words, receiver selection is the ability of a
transmitting node to determine a subset of receivers among
its neighbors as intended receivers based on interference from
other transmitters. Equivalently, receiver selection allows collision at nodes that are not in the subset of selected receivers.
The transmitter and the chosen subset of receivers form a hyperarc that can be active in a particular time slot. We propose
scheduling algorithms based on the RS technique to generate non-interfering subgraphs that result in optimal multicast
throughputs in several typical test cases.
Several heuristic algorithms have been proposed for scheduling in the network-coded wireless scenario in [8, 10, 11]. The
heuristics in [8] do not exploit the broadcast advantage, while
the procedure described in [10] is a generic framework. Hence,
we primarily use the scheduling algorithm of [11] for comparison purposes. When compared to [11], the proposed receiver
selection method achieves higher and optimal throughput in the
test cases at the cost of moderately higher complexity. However, the scheduling method in [11] involves linear programs
and optimizations in the procedure for selecting non-interfering
subgraphs, which make it a centralized method. The proposed
RS methods are much simpler and ideas from the RS technique
could possibly be used in distributed methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The network
model and problem statement are described in Section II. The
receiver-selection technique for scheduling is explained in Section III. Numerical results are presented in Section IV, and
concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II

N ETWORK M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

We consider wireless networks with n nodes that have uniform transmission range rn , interference range rn′ and omnidirectional antennas. Such a network is modeled as a graph,
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G = (V, E), where V = {1, 2, · · · , n} is the set of nodes and
E = {(i, j) : dij ≤ rn , i, j ∈ V } is the set of edges and
dij is the Euclidean distance between Node i and Node j. Let
Ni = {j ∈ V \ i : dij ≤ rn } be the set of neighbors of Node i.
Let Ii = {j ∈ V : dij ≤ rn′ } be the set of nodes in the interference range of Node i. Each link (i, j) ∈ E is loss-less and has
a capacity of L packets per unit-time. We further assume that
a node can either transmit or receive at a given time (i.e., half
duplex nodes). We consider a single multicast session from a
source s ∈ V to a set of sinks T = {t1 , t2 , · · · , tm } ⊂ V in G.
Transmissions are scheduled in a time-slotted manner. The
broadcast nature of wireless transmission is exploited by each
transmitter to potentially reach multiple neighbours in the same
slot. This is modeled as a hyperarc and is denoted as (i, J)
where J ⊆ Ni . Let A = {(i, J) : i ∈ V, J ⊆ Ni , J 6= ∅}
be the set of all hyperarcs of G. In each time slot, a set of
transmitters is active. The set of transmitters active at the same
time is chosen in such a way that the hyperarcs representing the
transmissions are non-interfering. A set of non-interfering hyperarcs form a non-interfering subgraph of G. Under the protocol model for interference, two hyperarcs (i1 , J1 ) and (i2 , J2 )
from A are said to be non-interfering, if (1) Ii1 ∩ J2 = ∅, and
(2) Ii2 ∩ J1 = ∅. Network coding is assumed at the network
layer in all nodes for information flow.
II.A Linear program and complexity
Wireless multicast is achieved by choosing an appropriate set
of non-interfering subgraphs denoted {A1 , A2 , . . . , AM }, and
the fraction of time (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λM ) associated with each subgraph. Given the Ak (1 ≤ k ≤ M ), the optimal λk ’s can be
obtained by solving a linear program from [6], which is described below.
maximize f
M
X

k=1
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The linear program maximizes a flow f from the source to the
sinks by operating a set of non-interfering hyperarcs in each
time slot. The variables ziJ (packets per unit time) denote the
average rate at which packets are injected by Node i into the
(t)
hyperarc (i, J) averaged over all slots. The flow variable xiJj
denotes the average information flow rate from Node i to Node
j ∈ J along a hyperarc (i, J) towards sink t ∈ T . The set A
denotes the set of hyperarcs in the non-interfering subgraphs

{A1 , A2 , . . . , AM }. The indicator function ck (i, J) is defined
as
(
L if (i, J) ∈ Ak ,
ck (i, J) =
(5)
0 otherwise.
The scheduling constraint (1) stipulates that rate of packets injected into each hyperarc (i, J) is less than its average capacity
expressed in terms of ck (i, J). The capacity constraint (2) for
each hyperarc (i, J) states that the average flows to each sink
along different j ∈ J lies within the feasible rate region for
the broadcast channel from Node i to J under time-sharing of
links. The flow constraint (3) ensures that the average in-flow
equals the out-flow at every node for each sink.
In summary, the linear program determines the minimum of
the max flows from the source to each sink under scheduling
constraints in a wireless network. As shown in [1, 5, 6], every
feasible solution to the linear program corresponds to a valid
network coding solution achieving a throughput of f packets
per unit time over M slots with each slot active for λk fractional
time units.
The complexity of solving the linear program depends on
the total number of constraints, which is equal to n + 2|A| + 1,
and the total number of variables, which is bounded by M +
|A|(1 + d|T |) where d is the maximum degree of G. Hence,
the total number of hyperarcs |A| plays a crucial role in the
complexity of the linear program. The number of hyperarcs in
the network grows rapidly
Pnwith the number of nodes in the network. Precisely, |A| = i=1 (2di − 1), where di is the degree
of Node i. In dense random networks, the average degree of
a node grows as Θ(log n) with the number of nodes. In such
networks |A| = O(nk ) for a positive integer k. Therefore, the
linear program for computing throughput becomes highly complex for a network with large number of nodes (typically more
than 15 in dense networks).
II.B Scheduling
An important input to the linear program is the set of noninterfering subgraphs {A1 , A2 , . . . , AM }. Under network coding, determining the Ak ’s can be termed scheduling, since the
λk ’s are determined from the Ak ’s through the linear program.
To obtain maximum possible throughput from the linear program, all non-interfering subgraphs of the network have to be
enumerated. As suggested in [4, 6], this enumeration can be
done using a conflict graph approach.
Conflict Graph: Non-interfering subgraphs can be formed as
independent sets of a conflict graph [4, 6]. Each node in the
conflict graph corresponds to a hyperarc from A. Two nodes in
the conflict graph are connected if the corresponding hyperarcs
interfere in G. It is easy to see that every independent set in
such a conflict graph will correspond to a non-interfering subgraph of G. For exact computation of capacity, all maximal
independent sets of the conflict graph are enumerated to obtain
all possible non-interfering subgraphs in [6]. Since the number of hyperarcs grows fast with n, this enumeration is highly
complex in practice. An alternative approach proposed in [11]
is described below.
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Algorithm in [11]: An iterative optimization procedure proposed in [11] relies on an intelligent heuristic selection of
non-interfering subgraphs. The procedure starts with n noninterfering graphs such that the i-th subgraph contains the hyperarc (i, Ni ). The basic idea is to allow every node to be a
transmitter at least once. These subgraphs are recursively updated based on the flow value of the optimization model until
the cost function ( i.e., power consumption, congestion control)
is minimized. Though this method is significantly less complex
(O(n)), it may not achieve the optimal throughput. Also, the
recursive updates are dependent on the actual choice of source
and sinks.
Problem statement: In this work, we are concerned with the
scheduling problem of determining the set of non-interfering
subgraphs {A1 , A2 , . . . , AM } so that optimal throughput can
be obtained at manageable complexity. The proposed scheduling algorithm uses the idea of receiver selection.
III

R ECEIVER -S ELECTION S CHEDULING A LGORITHM

Receiver Selection (RS) is the ability of a node to select a subset of its neighbors as receivers to avoid interference from other
transmitters. Equivalently, RS provides a receiver the option of
not receiving packets from a neighbouring transmitter. We propose a scheduling algorithm based on RS to identify hyperarcs
that improve the spatial reuse of the network. As shown by our
numerical results, this RS-based algorithm results in a significant reduction in the number of hyperarcs and non-interfering
subgraphs while providing optimal throughput.
III.A Algorithm
The receiver-selection procedure for selecting one random noninterfering subgraph of the network, denoted Ak , is presented
in Algorithm 1. The nodes in a set S are considered one at a
Algorithm 1 Find one non-interfering subgraph
INPUT: G = (V, E), S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sp } ⊆ V
Set Ak = ∅, T = ∅
for i = 1 : p do
Consider (si , Nsi ) for inclusion in Ak
Receiver-Selection:
P = {j ∈ Nsi : dtj ≤ rn′ for some t ∈ T } (Neighbors of
si in interference range of T )
For each t ∈ T , replace (t, Jt ) ∈ Ak with (t, Jt \ P )
(P ∪ S)) to Ak
Add (si , Nsi \ S
Update T = T si
Remove hyperarcs of the form (t, φ) with empty receiver
set from Ak and update T
end for
OUTPUT: Ak , a non-interfering subgraph.
time for inclusion as transmitters in Ak . During the i-th step,
receivers for si are selected by removing the neighbours of si in
the interference range of transmitters chosen so far. The neighbours in the interference range are then removed from existing
hyperarcs of Ak . At step i, the set T contains all chosen transmitters up to step i − 1. Finally, hyperarcs of the form (t, ∅)

are removed from Ak and the set T is updated. Intuitively, this
greedy method attempts to pick hyperarcs that maximize spatial reuse.
Algorithm 1 is repeated several times with different subsets
S and orderings to obtain (say) MRS distinct non-interfering
subgraphs A1 , A2 , · · · , AMRS , which are maximal in the sense
that Ai * Aj . The set of all hyperarcs from the subgraphs
obtained by this process are collected into the set
ARS =

M
RS
[

Ak

(6)

k=1

The linear program of Section II is run to compute the multicast throughput with the hyperarc set ARS and non-interfering
subgraphs A1 , A2 , . . . , AMRS .
III.B Optimality of proposed approach
We now prove that using the subgraphs generated by the
receiver-selection algorithm results in optimal throughput
asymptotically for a large number of runs. We begin with a
description of the non-interfering subgraphs generated by Algorithm 1. Any maximal (in the sense that no other hyperarc
can be added) non-interfering subgraph Ak formed from the
conflict graph (as described in Section II.B) is of the form
Ak = {(i1 , J1 ), (i2 , J2 ), · · · , (ip , Jp )},
(7)
S
where Jm ⊆ J¯m = Nim \ l6=m Nil . We define the completion
of Ak to be the non-interfering subgraph
A¯k = {(i1 , J¯1 ), (i2 , J¯2 ), · · · , (ip , J¯p )}.

(8)

We call a maximal non-interfering subgraph complete if A¯k =
Ak .
Lemma 1. Every maximal complete non-interfering subgraph
can be generated by Algorithm 1.
Proof. Consider a complete maximal non-interfering subgraph
A¯k = {(i1 , J¯1 ), (i2 , J¯2 ), · · · , (ip , J¯p )}, and the subset S =
{i1 , i2 , . . . , ip }. It is clear that Algorithm 1 with the subset S
will generate A¯k . This completes the proof.
Let A1 , A2 , · · · , AM be an enumeration of all maximal noninterfering subgraphs of G using the conflict graph approach
(as in Section II.B). Let A′1 , A′2 , · · · , A′M ′ be an enumeration
of all maximal non-interfering subgraphs generated by running
Algorithm 1 for an arbitrarily large number of times.
Theorem 1. The linear programming problem of Section II run
with the non-interfering subgraphs A′k , 1 ≤ k ≤ M ′ produces
the same optimal multicast throughput as when run with the set
of all non-interfering subgraphs Ak , 1 ≤ k ≤ M .

Proof. Consider A¯k , the completion of the non-interfering subgraph Ak . By Lemma 1, there exists k ′ such that A¯k = A′k′ =
¯ (i1 , J¯1 ), · · · }. Hence, time sharing between the set of
{(i, J),
subgraphs in {Ak : 1 ≤ k ≤ M } is equivalent to time sharing
between the set of subgraphs in {A′k′ : A¯k = A′k′ , 1 ≤ k ≤
M }. This finishes the proof.
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N UMERICAL R ESULTS

IV.A Rectangular grid networks
We consider nr × 3 rectangular grid networks, where the jth node of the i-th row is placed at the coordinates (i, j) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , nr and j = 1, 2, 3. The√nodes are identical with
a transmission range, rn = rn′ = 2. The link capacities
are taken to be one packet per unit time. The number of rows
nr is varied from 4 to 10. The center node in the first row is
considered as the source node. The three nodes in the nr -th
row are taken to be the sinks. For nr = 4, the grid is shown in
Fig. 1.
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In this section, we evaluate the proposed receiver-selection
scheduling algorithm by comparing throughput performance
and complexity with the heuristic scheduling algorithm described in [11] and optimal scheduling. Under optimal scheduling, all maximal independent sets of the conflict graph of Section II.B are chosen as non-interfering subgraphs. The multicast throughput is determined using the linear program in Section II for the set of non-interfering graphs and the set of hyperarcs generated by each scheduling algorithm. We analyse the
performance of these algorithms for (i) rectangular grid networks and (ii) random networks.
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Figure 2: Multicast throughput of nr × 3 grid networks
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Figure 1: An example - 4 x 3 grid network.
A comparison of multicast throughput for different scheduling algorithms is shown in Fig. 2. The optimal throughput is
known to be 2/3 for the above choice of source and sinks [6].
From Fig. 2, we observe that the proposed algorithm achieves
optimal throughput, while the algorithm in [11] achieves only
half the optimal throughput.
For comparing complexity, we plot the number of hyperarcs used in the three algorithms in Figs. 3. We notice that
the receiver-selection algorithm produces a significantly lesser
number of hyperarcs, while achieving optimal throughput. The
algorithm of [11] is the least complex of the three algorithms.
However, as observed earlier, this algorithm fails to achieve the
optimal throughput by a significant margin.
The number of runs of Algorithm 1 needed to achieve optimal throughput is plotted in Fig. 4. For comparison, the
total number of non-interfering subgraphs needed for optimal
scheduling is also shown. We see that receiver selection succeeds in finding the non-interfering subgraphs crucial for high
throughput in much fewer runs than the total number of possibilities.

Figure 3: Average number of hyperarcs in nr × 3 grid networks
IV.B Random networks
We consider an unit square region
q where n nodes with a trans-

2 log n
mission range rn = rn′ =
are placed uniformly at
πn
random and independent of each other. Node 1 is taken as the
source node. We consider two other nodes, randomly chosen
among the remaining n − 1 nodes, as sinks for multicast. The
multicast throughput is averaged over 500 different network realizations and over all possible choices of sink for each realization.
The comparison of multicast throughput is shown in Fig. 5
when the link capacities are one unit. We see that the throughput is higher with receiver selection throughout with the difference increasing for larger n. Because of the computation complexity, we could run the optimal scheduling algorithm only for
10-node networks. For 10-node networks, we observed that RS
scheduling achieved optimal throughput. Algorithm 1 was run
10000 times with p = n to generate non-interfering subgraphs.
The average number of hyperarcs used for different algorithms is shown in Fig. 6. The proposed RS scheduling algo-
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Figure 4: Number of runs required to achieve optimal throughput.

Figure 6: Average number of hyperarcs for random networks
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